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Weird World 
A doctor dolng an autopey on an 89-
tear-old Cuban woman found the comp
lete skeleton ot a baby in her womb, 
a Cuban nelolspaper said. The bones 
were almost certainly the result of 
an aborted pregnancy about 40 years 
ago, doctors at the Coroner's Insti
tute said. (Toronto Sun, Dec.4, 1995) 

Surprising nelol research shOlols that so 
far in 1995, four times as many farm
ers have been attacked and gored by 
their milk cows than in all of 1994. 
No one can account for the nationwide 
increase in cow attacks. (WWN, Nov. '95) 

More than 200 goats and sheep com
mitted suicide in Inner Mongolia 
in August, 1995, Xinhua Nelols Agen-
cy reported. When the shepherd 
drove his flock to a lake to drink, 
tlolo goats lolith an apparent death 
wish jumped into the lolater. This 
prompted the others to follow. 
(Toronto Sun, Aug. 4, 1995) 

The 5,000 year old canals or Java, 
Jordan still run with water but no-· 
body knowe who built them or its 
city. Evidence points to 3300 BC 
-- about 600 · years before Egypt's · 
Great Pyramids were constructed. 

Evidence shows that Earth's average 
air temper&tu�� ie going up cne de
gree per century. It is now 1.2 de
grees f higher than it was 134 
years ago. 

A 15-year-old girl, Carmela de Al
meda, lolas bitten over 90 timee by 
a slolarm of butterflies. It took 
place at the popular Butterfly 
Kingdom in Sao Paulo, Brazil. The 
park lolae closed pending an invest
igation. (WWN, Nov. 21, 1995) 
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· l man tJ".Ying to ha111ner in some 
nails with his pistol shot his 
wite and himself instead. Richard 
Gardner, 23, was trying to nail 
some molding at his mothar-in-la�
houae on Christmas night when the 
gun went oft. He was treated for 
a hand wound and his wife tor a w 
wound to the abdcmen. His mother
in-law said she asked him to repair 
the hallway molding. \lhen he 
couldn't push it back into place 
with his hands, he went into the 
living rocm and cot the .25-cali
bre handgun. He was ueing the 
butt of the gun to nall the mold
ing when the gun went ort. He 
thought the gun was empty. (AP) 

In Peterborough, England, Harry 
Landlin found a stale cheese sand
wich in the back of a couch that 
he lolas breaking up to throw out. 
Next to the sandwich was a nelolspa-

pe� dated October, 1925, meaning 
that the sandwich lolas at least 
69 years old. 

The mysterious disappearance of 
hundreds of people in an area 
known as "China's Bermuda Trianele" 
has been solved. Dedaying plants 
around Black Bamboo Ravine, in 
Sichuan province, produce a "pois
onous miasma" that accumulates in 
the air, suffocating people and 
making them fall into the abyss. 
The ravine is said to exert a 
strong magnetic force capable ot 
disabling compasses and cauainc 
planes to crash. The moat famous 
disappearance was in 1950 when 100 
Nationalist soldiers fighting the 
Communists vanished at the ravine. 
( Xinhua News Agen�) 

Japanese scientists searched parka 

and graveyards around Oeaka, look
ing for a tiny poisonous spider 
native to Australia.that has begun 
to breed near the poet city since 
escaping from a ship two years ago. 
70 ot the redback spiders were 
discovered in the Takaishi p� 
district. They can kill infante 
and elderly people with very pain
ful bites causing swelling, nausea 
and paralysis. 

The journal Nature says scient
ists have detected acceleration 
in the melting ot the Arctic ice 
cape. A team of Europettn scien
tists wrote that Siberia is now 
lolarmer than it has been for the 
past 1,000 years. 

The Bembridge Primary School on the 
Isle of Wight was closed on Oct. 5, 
1995 lolhile officials attempted to 
destroy a colony of poisonoue spi
ders. A bite caused a six-inch 
bruise on a classroom assistant's 
shoulder. The spiders are members 
of the Black Widow family and came 
from Madeira •na the Canar,r Islands. 
They were firs� recorded 1n Britain 
in 1870, arriving in shipments or 
fruit and attained breedinc statue 
in the 1960s in Hampehire and Dor
set. (Daily Mail, Oct. 5, 1995. 
Cra Animals & Men via J. Downes) 

A ��e rat-like creature loleighing 
11 pounds was capturec by two Chinese 
soldiers. It had palols like a cat and 
a tail as thick as a man's thumb. It 
was was fr.>und by members of the para
military armed police while on patrol 
in their barracks on the outskirts of 
Beijin,. The rat lolas about 24 inches 
long. (Xinhua Nelols Agency) 

The U .S. Defense Dept. says it has 
no projects that might be causing 
the mysterious hum that has plagued 
Taos, New Mexico residents tor al
most two years. Defense Undersec
retary John Deutch said Sandia, Los 
Alamos and Phillips laboratories in 
New Mexico and the Univ. of New 
Mexico are undertaking investiga
tions into the hum, lolhich several 
residents have said caused sleep
less nights. (Denver Post, 

Crs Howard Kauf'man) 

Danish scientists sav the have found 
an entirely new life. form living on 
the lips of a Norwegian lobster. 
LOoking like an animsterl cold sore 
on the mouth of its host, Symbion 
pandora is a simple animal, composed 
mostly of a funnel lolith a round 
mouth. Only O.J mm .  long, it is 
attached to the lobster by a stalk. 
-It has a small brain during its 
�·iliiitdng-larval :;tage. This lolas re
parte� in the journal Nature. 

Scientists discovered a � pectauular 
fossil of a 9-foot long ostrich-like 
dinosaur squatting over a ne•t fill
with eggs in Mongolia's Gobi Desert. 
The finding suggests that birds in
herited this behavior from dinosaurs. 
The creature, its long arms wrapped 
around the nest, may have been en
cul.f'ed by a giant sandstorm some 70 
million years ago. 
'l'be find was reported in the journal 
Nature. 

A hill fort in southern England 
lolhere a Celtic tribe settled 
2,500 years ago was surveyed by 
archaeologists. They say its in
habitants had a clear class dis
tinction and a complex technology. 
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£2.15 each or £6.85 tor _4· issues. 
Edward Harris , editor, 16 Newton 
Green, Great Dumow, Essex a.f6 lDU, 
England. 

THE EDGE - Wba t' s behind Extrater
restrials, Earth anc:l the Universe? 
Deal.a vi th UFOIII, occult and meta
physical topics. $3 an i�sue. Write 
to: George Holcombe III, 8238 Red� 
wood Drive, Joneeboro, GA 30236 

UFO NEWSCLIPPING SERVICE - 20-page 
monthly report. Complete and infor
mstive u.s.uura clippings of recent 
cate plus worldwide reports. Uso 
3 to 5 pages of Forteana. $5 month
ly. Foreign: $6.00. Write: Lucius 
Farish, #2 Caney Valley Drive, 

· Plumerville, AR 72127, U .s. A.. 

THE GATE is your entrance into the 
world of the p!ranormal. Each issue 
contains intriguing factual articles 
and an assortment of scientific and 
occult related newsclippings from 
the U.S. and arounc:l the world. A sam
ple copy of THE GATE can be obtained 
by sending $2.00 to P.O. Box 43516, 
Richmond Heights, OH 44143, U.S.A. 
Please make your cheque payable to 
Beth Robbins. 

CB CHROOCIJ!S - The journal or 
suppressed information and the un
explained. urology, mind control, 
black projects, extraterrestrial 
biology, parapsychology and more. 
u.s. sub: $30 a year tor 6 iftsues. 
Sextant Publishing, Inc., 10878 
Westheimer, II2!J3, Houston, TX '77042 

1Ql � Behold the �sterious vondere 
or the world. Forteana at its best! 
Published quarterly. 4 issues1 $7.00 
or 8 issues: $13.00. Editorsa Rick 
Hilberg and Ulan J. Manak. U&PI, . 

P.O. Box 347032, Cle�land, OH 
44134. 

CIP.CULAR TIMES - An educational 
forum for pertinent trends of 
thought and alternate scientific 
approaches not found in most main
stream publicAtions. Some of the 
subjects covered: UFO, astronomy, 
crop circles, vibratory physics 
and much more. Quarterly. $24.00 
U.S. annual sub; or $6.00 per 
issue. Write: Moving Forward 
Publications, 168 Bird Creek 
Estates Rd., Black Mountain, 
NC 28711, U.S.A. 
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EDITO<IAL 
Lately, I've had a few persons ask me about Gray Barker, although 

be has been deceased now for 10 years. 
He was an educational film producer and a consultant on educa

tional media. He also vas involved with running a drive-in movie 
theater where he lived in Clarksburg, W. Vs. With his curious mind 
he got involved with UFOe when something mysterious happened in the 
village of Flatwoods, situated between Weston and Sutton on.Hwy 4, 
just east of Interstate 79. 

A booklet about Barker was edited by Fannie Hoffman which con
tained queetions most frequently asked him at public appearances, 
such as lectures he gave at conventions and by_ correspondence. 

He became an expert on ufological matters and wrote three books 
on the subject: "They Knew Too Much &bout Flying Saucers,« "Gray 
Barker's Book of Saucers," and "The Silver Bridge." 

At one time he vas editor of his own magazine, "The Saucerian." 
Nov you can know what Barker really thought on the UFO subject 

when you read "Gray Barker's Questions and Answers About UFOs" in 
this issue of DELVE. 

We recently have been in touch with Jan Lamprecht of South Africa. 
He is very interested in the Hollow Earth subject and ve hope to have 
some new material on this in fUture issues. 

In the meantime, Jan sent us a really good story about a nying 
snake seen in Namibia. Makes one wonder how many other unusual 
sightings of strange creatures are yet to be uncovered on Earth. 

Robert Dickhof't, othen�ise known as Sungma Tenzing Lama, granted 
us permission to reprint his thought on a "Stardust bank," from 
which man is a culmination and is used for reproducing useful matter 
to make things better on Earth. You may have to read this one twice! 

If you are exchanging your publication with mine, or sending any 
correspondence to me, please send it to my name and not ad4ressod 
to "DELVE". Send your comments or stories to: Gene Duplantier, 
17 Shetland Street, Willowdale, Ontario, Canada M2M l.X5 
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THEGRANDCANYONCAVERNS 

Now this is a very INNER
esting place to visit. It 

is an example of how a cavern 
sealed from the surface, (you 

take an elevator to it), ca.n 
have "pure" healthful air 
crrculatingin it(connng 

from air being forced along with 
water through the underground 

river which is below a section 
of the cavern) 

The Missing Link Number 133 
July/ August 1994 The remains of a giant prehistoric 

sloth were found here. This cavern has 
not been fully explored and may link to 

areas of sacred underground site, nearby. 
This area holds many entrances to the INNER WORLD. some of the Third Mesa Hop Oans speak of the 

Sipapuni (place of emergence) entrance to the Hopi Inner Earth, as being at the bottom of the Canyon 
on the Little Colorado above its junction with the Colorado River. The location looks like a large mound 
(or dome) with a circular opening at its top. Currently it is filled with water, but-is a sacred place of 
pilgrimage for the Hopi. A photo of it, taken by the Center of Astrogeology, U.S. Geological Survey can 
be found in the boo, "PAGES FORM HOP mSTORY" by Harry D. lames. 

Don Talayesva states: "The Sipapu is full to the brim with yellowish water, of about the same coloring 
of the surrounding earth, which serves as a 'lid' so that ordinary humans may not see the wonderful 
things going on beneath the surface." Quote from, "THE FOURTH WORLD OF THE HOPI" by Harold 
Courlander. 

According to the legend, only some of their ancestors came up from the underworld, the rest remained 
below. Soon the true Hopi will return to the "the womb of the Earth" for protection from the coming 
purification of the surface of the Earth! 

"In the last days 'strange lights' will be seen in the sky and they will be watching the Hopi people to see 
if they are following the life plan.. and these 'strange lights' will report to the "True White Brother" and 
they will tell him when it is time for him to come again. Dan Katchogva (Sun Clan) 

HOLLCll HELL! 
Soviet geologists drilled a hole 
9 miles below the Earth's surface 
some\lhere in Siberia and found 
their drill began rotating out of 
control. "There is only one ex
planation--that the deep center of 
the Earth is hollow," said tae 
group's leader. They estimated 
the heat in the Earth's core to be 
over 2,000 F. Then the team heard 
human screams. "We heard a lNman 
voice screaming in pain," tha lea
der said. "Even though one �ice 
was discernible, we could hear 
thousands, perhaps millions, in 
the background, or suffering soul� 
screaming.• Half the ecienti9ts 
abandoned the project due to £ear. 
(Finland ADmenusastia. Cr: Ralfb 

Weikert and Meryl T. Wiemer) 

CLASSIFIID CCMIURIClTI<HJ - ln in
dependent 1Jli'O/Fortean Newletter 
published aonthl.y. Saapl.e copys tl. 
Write: Erich l. lggen, Jr., 4319 
Holmes 1 Kansas City, MO 64110 
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THE HELL IT ISN I 'l'; 
Gehenna, the Jerusalem valley 
equated with hell in the Nev 
Testament, may not have been a 
bad place, a Jerusalem archaeo
logist said. "The "*'alley has 
been maligned • Only the dead 
vere burned there," said Eilat 
Mazar. The name Gehenna de-
rives from Geh Ben Himmon, a 
place the prophet Jeremiah 
said the children of Judah 
"burn their sons and daugh-
ters in the f ire." (Jere-
miah 8: 21) The seeming as
sociation with child sacrifice 
led Nev Testament writers to 
equate the valley with hell, 
and Gehenna became the formal 
name for the Christian concept 
of hell. But findings uncovered 
at an ancient Phoenician settle
ment at Ahziv, in northern Israel, 
indicate that Jeremiah was mis
read and that Gehenna vas a cre
matorium for the dead, Mazar said. 

HIS GRAY HANDS 

Were long and slender. 
The skin was taut 
when he reached 
to point at me 
and the webbing 
moved like snake skin. 

He found my eyelids 
fascinating, a dance 
of touch swept over 
like a spider's web. 

GAILAGGEN 
October 28, 1995 
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EMF·and UFOs? 
by Patricia Mason 

The abduction experience is a fascinating aspect of the UFO phenomena and, like UFOs, is elusive and 
difficult to research. One must rely on the experiencer' s memory of the event Are these events real? 

Even experiencers themselves question this. There is a physical and measurable force that can effect 
human perception-EMF. Discovering the role ofEMF in this mystery is essential to its solution. 

Magnetite is a mineral with magnetic properties. Composed of black crystals, it is the most common form 
of iron ore mined in the United States. Magnetite is also found in the cells of living organisms such as 
honey bees, whales and birds. It is thought to act as a navigational aid, a sort of a biological compass. In 
the early 1990's, magnetite was found in the human brain by a team of Caltech geobiologists headed by 
Joseph Kirschvink. Samples of magnetite e>-.1racted from various areas of the brain were consistent in 
size and shape. This may indicate that magnetite serves some oiological .:.unction, but r'searct has not yet 
revealed what that function might be. 

EMF, electromotive force, is created by the difference in electrical potential between two points causing 
the generation of both electric and magnetic fields. There has been a public debate going on since the 
1970's about the environmental issues of EM (electromagnetic) field exposure (such as living near power 

lines), microwave radiation and pulsed EM waves (the type emitted by a nuclear explosion) and their 
consequences to human health. This has generated many medical studies as well as a vast amount of 
anecdotal information about the physical effects ofEMF. As a result, there is a significant amount of 
information available. 

The similarities between the reported effects of EMF and the physical and mental effects reported by 
people who feel that they have had a UFO abduction are tantalizing and deserve further study. Review of 
the abduction phenomenon in light of the research to date on the effects of EMF on the human system 
may yield some exciting and surprising answers. For example, pulsed electromagnetic waves can cause 

memory loss (see Magnetism and Its Effects on the Living System by Davis and Rawls, p.52), a consistent 
and frustrating symptom of the abduction experience that hinders UFO research. 

SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE EFFECTS OF ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE 

AND THE UFO ABDUCTION PHENOMENON 

EMF 

REPORTED SYMPTOMS· 
UFO 

Strange sensation in hands, tingling 
Change in menstrual cycles 
Sleep (electrosleep) 

Allergic responses 
Headache 
Fatigue 
Cardim·ascular and digestive disorders 
Disorientation 

Stress-type responses 

Tingling, hair standing on end 
Female disorders, missing fetuses 
Falling asleep at inappropriate times (such as 

at the sight of aliens) 
Sinus problems 
Headache 
Fatigue 
Low blood pressure 
Disorientation 

Post trawnatic stress disorder 

Continued on the following page 
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REPORTED SYMPTOMS 
EMF 

Poor appetite 
Physiological changes involving 

muscle or joint pains 
Anti-tumoral effects 
Memory loss 
Acute sensitivity in sense organs 
Visual phenomena and disturbances 

in vision 
Failure to make electrical appliances work 

UFO 

Depression 
Implants, unexplained marks on body, 

pain during abduction e:\:perience 
Unexplained healing 
Memory loss i.e. "missing time" 
Increase in perceived psychic abilities 
See luminous disks and/or beings 

Electrical appliances malfunction in their 
presence, "can't wear a watch" 

To give a reason for the abduction phenomena is beyond the scope of this paper. There is no had 
evidence as to whether the abduction ex-jlerience is the result of government manipulation of the populace, 
extraterrestrials, supernatural forces or simply a result of the environment. The true answer is obably 
far stranger than we can even imagine. 

E!\1F may be the elan vital, the very spark of life that animates our bodies. It may be the force Aat 
manifests our consciousness into physical reality. It has been shown to effect our perceptions amd feelings. 
Exposure to E!\1F may even permanently alter us spiritually. The abduction experience is challling not 
only the experiencers, it is changing our whole world view. One is reminded of the image of UR>s 
hovering above power lines. Was this a foreshadowing of future events, or was someone or something 
trying to provide us with an important clue? 
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·4orleana 
Investigators are going to Turkey's 
large Lake Van to look for what 
witnesses, including a provincial 
deputy governor, describe as a mon
ster resembli�g a dinosaur. 
"It was black and had triangular 
spikes on �ts back," the deputy 
governor said. Other witnesses 
saio its head was hairy and horned. 
(Toronto Sun, Nov. 2, 1995) 

A two -month heat wave in England 
posed an explosive problem for 
apple growers. "The sun is al
ready scorching them • • •  but if it 
rains heafilv in the next three 
weeks, we had better start running 
for cover because some are already 
splitting," farmer John Hempsall 
said. "And if they get a good 
soaking, they'll be going off like 
grenades." (Toronto Sun, lug. 18, 
1995) 

A Polish adventurer has become the 
first person to trek to the North 
and South Poles in one year. Marek 
Kaminski of Gdansk and a friend 
reached the North Pole on foot in 
the Spring of 1995, dragging heavy 
sle�s with food and equipment. 
Kaminski then set out toward the 
South Pole with 120 kg of supplies 
and equipment on a sled. He made 
it on Dec. 26th after 53 days or 
walking. ( AP) 

The mystery of the Hurrians 1 a 
people said to have ruled a r�ch 
Middle Eastern kingdom may be sol
ved. A University of California 
archaeologist, believes he had 
found Urkesh, the Hurrians' home. 
He and colleagues believe the mod
ern town of Tell Mozan, 650 lan 
northeast of Damascus is the site� 

Rumors that·an apparition of Jesus 
appeared on a wall in East Tehran 
on Christmas Day.and healed a par
alys�d girl drew hundreds of Chri
stians and Muslims to an apartment 
house. 

· •I am here to see for myself the 
miracle that ie supposed to have 
happened here," said a middle-aged 
Christian man standing with about 
50 others in front of a three
storey buil�ing. He and other by
standers heard Jesus appeared on 
the top floor and pointed to a 
mark on the outeide wall of the 
building and insisted one could 
see a portrait of Jesus. (Reuter) 

Scientists say they have found a 
huge neat containing hundreds of 
thousands of fossilized dinosaur 
eggs in France. The site, in the 
southern Pyrenees mountains, cov
ered an area of 15 square kilo
metres of what used to be a sandy 
beach. The site is 150-million 
years old. (Toronto Sun, lug. 31, 
1995) 

A fragment of a jaw and three teeth 
found in a cave in southwest China 
suggest that early humans arrived 
in mainland Asia more than half a 
million years earlier than thought, 
scientists reported. 
Coupled with the discovery last 
year of hominid fossils and stone 
tools in the former Soviet repub
lic of .Georgia dating back at least 
1.5 million years, the China find
ing suggests that this primitive 
technology was integral to early 
humans' move out of Africa. (L.l .• 
Times, Nov. 18, 1995.' Crs Howard 
Kaufmann) 

Mice observed living in the Cherno
byl nuclear disaster area in the 
Ukraine heve proved their species' 
notorious ability to escape exter
minatio� not only by surviving high 
doeec of radiation, but also by 
thriving in mutant forms. 
Scienti�ts discovered that the 
mice's �NA had evolved ataetonish
ing rates because on the ionizing 
radiation around Chernobyl. The 
variation between the genes in nor
mal mice and the Chernobyl mice is 
greater then the difference between 
mice and rats---two species that 
divergerl about 15 million years 
ago. (LA:.'l'imes, July 30, 1995. 
Oi-: Howard Kaufmann) 

Under proposed provincial legisla
tion, it will soon be illegal to 
kill bats in Manitoba, Canada. 
That bodes well tor the yearly 
battle against mosquitoes, as 
they gobble up mosquitoes during 
the summer. Uthough bats are not 
considered threatened or endanger
ed, enviromentalists have recom- -
mended they be protected. (CP) 

l red-winged blackbird has terror
ized residents of Trackaberry 
Drive in North Bay, Ontario by 
swooping dawn and pecking people 
in the back of the head. "It w�s 
like being hit by a aoftball," 
said Brian Schubert, who fell from 
his bike·�hile attempting to fend 
off the feathered assailant. (CP) 

Residents of Hubei province in 
China have reported 114 sightings 
of Bigfoot and collected hair and 
footprints during the past 40 
years • The .30-member team from. 
China's Committee for Research 
into Strange and Rare Animals 
will send balloons equipped with 
infrared-sensing instruments 
about 1,650 feet above ground 
where hopetully any activities by 
mammals would be recorded by the 

. apparatus. · 

Malaysian army and police units 
joined with wildlife experts. to 
searth for Bigfoot after trekkers 
found fresh footprints-. .They 
scoured the dense jungle surround
ing Tanjung Piai in Johore state. 
Officials say the 2.5 metre-tall 
creature's footprints measured 
about 20 feet long and show only 
four toes. (January, 1995) 

Police say that Paul Vertog took a 
deep breath while accosting Greta 
Sigfried and accidently sucked in 
a clump of hair from her wig, getting 
caught in his windpipe, killing him. 
(WWN, Nov. 21, 1995) 

Continued on next page 
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l California boy, Adrian Benitez, 
vas fa tally v ounded by a teenager 
who vas shooting a gun into the air 
to impress his friends, police say. 
Benitez vas struck in the head and 
died 6 days later. The two were 
half a mile a part at the time of 
the accident. 

In Melbourne, Australia, Elton J0hn 
had to cut short his encores after 
a concert because the stage vas 
bugged -- not with a wire-tap, bnt· 
vith.the six-legged kind. A swarm 
of grasshoppers took over the 
stage on Friday, 19t4at the Nat
ional Tennis Center. The hopper� 
landed in Elton's hair, clothes 
and mouth, and crawled over bac�1p 
singers and musical instruments. 
The hoppers migrated to Melbournn 
from dry gra sslands to the north 
and northwest of the city. 
{ Toronto Sun, Feb. 22, 199;). 

An IBM robot, called Yellow, after 
its color, is about 11-feet tall 
and clad in steel and aluminum, 
will perform a debut operation on 
a living human in a Rome hospital. 
This is a new breed of surgeon, ,a 
remote-controlled robot. A surgeon 
in Milan will give commands down a 
phone line to the robot in Rome. 
Later this year ( 1993) the first 
transatlantic operation will be 
carried out when eye surgery is 
done in Milan from a phone in 
Berkeley Eye Hospital in Califor
nia. Initial operations will be 
simple, such as cyst removal�. 

From strife-ridden Yugoslavia, 
over 100 jackals have slipped into 
Italy. They come down from the 
foothills of the Alps looking for 
food in garbage cans. 

Three employees of the National 
Beef Pacting Co., in Liberal, Kans., 
were found deed i� a vat of heef 
blood. The room where the vat is 
located has little oxygen and work
ers are required. to use air tanks 
when working in the area. The men 
weren't wearing them. Police con
clude it vas an accident. 

Tropical grasshoppers that grow 
five inches in length and having a 
wingspan of a small bird are turn
ing up in Florida. 
Harold Denmark of the Department of 
Agriculture says "It's jus t a mon
strou�-looking grasshopper." 
The first one showed up in January 
1992 in a carport. In February an
other was found in a convenience 
store. They've been identified as 
genus Tropidacris, native to Trin
idad, Venezuela and Costa Rica. 
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In Oslo, Norway, a determined am
bulance crew that showed up at the 
vrong address put a healthy Norweg
ian onto a stretcher and rushed him 
to a hospital. The man protested 
but the crew said they were making 
the de.cisions . 
The ambulance was supposed to pick 
up an ailing 57-year-old man. The 
t\lo men both have the same name • • •  
'Leif', live in the same village 
and had been to the same hospital 
for tests on the same day of the 
-week. 
Meanwhile, the sick man drove to 
the hospital to register but a 
clerk insisted he vas already there. 
The men ended up sharing a roam. 

In Woodbridge, Va., a church's sta
tue ot the Virgin Maey reportedly 
dripped water when a priest, Rev. 
James Bruse, celebrated mass. 
Bruse, who also has shown signs or · 
stigmata had earlier been associ- · 
ated with reports of weeping sta
tues at another church. 

Mat Sulaiman,, 76, was �siting un
der a tree on Jan. 17/95 to call
eat the cocoanuts that his monkey 
vas traine� to pluck when one hit 
him in the neck, breaking it. The 
monkeys usually drop, rather than 
throw the cocoanuts they pick.The 
eve� happened in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaya is, and was reported in the 
New St�t� Times. 

A British singer gave a solo per
formance of a song called Goodbye. 
at his chuiris annual dinner • • •  
then collapsed and died. "Nothing 
could be done. He just slipped 
away ," said Leslie Burgess, the 
choir's director of music. ' 
(Source: Reuter. Toronto Sun, 
Jan. 25, 1995) 

A Turkish immigrant celebrating a 
Christmas Eve wedding with tradi
tional gunfire into the air killed 
two guests and wounded nine, the 
Danish newspaper Jyllands Posten 
said. The man drew a pistol dur
ing the wedding festivities Sunday 
and fired 12 shots, which bounced 
off the concrete ceiling of the 
hall. He vas charged with mans
laughter. Celebratory gunfire is 
common at Middle East festivities. 
(Reuter) 

Scientist's in Brazil's north eastern 
state of Piaui are baffled by a cra
ter that vas punched into th� tropi
cal rain forest soon after vi tnesses 
saw a bright light strea� across the 
akf. The crater, 16 feet by 32 f eet 
deep vas either left � a meteorite 
ot a piece of a comet. The surround
ing vege,ta tion is not burned and the 
crater's rim is not raised leading 
to speculation by physicist Paulo 
Frota that it was caused by a block 
of ice from a camet.in September '95. 

ln extremelv rare albino whale has 
been spotted off the Australian 
coast, prompting a call for whale 
watchers, seafarers and aircraft 
to look out for the real-life Moby 

Dick. (Reuter) 

Doctors in Rio Grande, Argentina 
report that babies and children un
�er the age of 3 are developing 
dimmed eyesight • • •  and growing hair 

· on their eyeballs. Scientists be
lieve.the thinning of the ozone
layer and greater exposure to 
ultraviolet rays may be responsible 
for the eye changes. (WWN) 

In September, 1995, China's Economic 
Daily news paper reported that more 
than 2,000 manhole covers were 
stolen in Beijing in 1994, mostly 
by the homeless, who could sell 
them tor around $12 eadh. As a re
Bul t, more than 200 people were in
jured that year falling down open 
JMnholes • (UPS) 

A series of singing sands dunes 
has been discovered in the Badain
jaran Desert in north China's In
ner Mongolia �utonomous Region. 
Researchers found that the dunes 
sing with a soft wind, or groan, 
and make the sound of an airplane 
in flight. The sound may be 
caused when grains of uniform size 
rub each other and move together . 
{ Xinhua News �.gen�) 

A monkey took out its revenge on 
a farmer in Ethiopia, Africa, 
when it was shot and wounded by 
the angry mend whQSe crops had been 
destroyed by the monkey. It re
turned 2 weeks later: and savaged · 
the farmer who had to be treated 
tor bites. (Radio.Ethiopta, Dec. 3, 
1995) 

The British Ecological Society an
nounced that songbirds living · near 
motorways are losing the ability to 

·produce their true natural matin_e 
and territorial songs because.of 
the discordant roar of traffic that 
has confused their auditory sensee. 



The 'Message of Cydonia' 
First Communication from an Extraterrestrial Civilization? 

By Richard C. Hoagland* 
and Erol 0. Torun@ 

Abstract 

In 1976 an unmanned NASA Viking spacecraft successfully photographed the 
surface of the planet Mars. In the subsequent 13 years, a mystery has loomed . .. a 
mile-long, 1500-ft high humanoid "face" discovered in a northern Martian desert called 
"Cydonia." Initially dismissed by NASA as "a trick of light and shadow," new analysis 
presented here reveals a far more complex situation, and a far more significant conclusion: 

The "face" and its surrounding "enigmatic landforms" appear to be a carefully layed out, 
highly-sophisticated, redundantly encoded "mathematical and geometric CETI message" on 
the MartiaQ landscape - in the tradition of century-old proposais by Gauss, Lockyer, et al.. 

This paper presents the evidence whereby the authors have reached this ;'radical 
conclusion." We- one oftis a former NASA consultant, the other a geomorphologist • .;. 

detail the extensive geodedic and mathematical analysis of "the Face" we have conducted 
over the past several years: specifically, its geometric relationship to other, equally 
enigmatic objects in the immediate vicinity. This evidence includes multiple appearances of 
two specific mathematical constants: "e" and "pi," .derived by angular measurement of the 
placement of key morphological objects around the "face" and the discovery of redundant 
angles and derived constants from that placement. We have also discovered the two 
constants- "e" and "pi" - "coded" in the geodedic siting latitude of the "complex" on the 
�� . 

It is this multiple, diversified, but converging geodedic, geometric and mathematical 
evidence that, in the authors' opinion, now robustly supports th� "radical conclusion'' presented 
above. 

The geometry and mathematical constants we have discovered at Cydonia appear to be 
a highly-specific communication of ".embedded tetrahedral geometry.'" It's apparent 
purpose: the geometric prediction of a specific geodedic latitude - 19 5 degrees N. and S. -

- resulting from the location of the vertices of a "circumscribed tetrahedran" rotated inside 
a planetary or stellar sphere. This conclusion is reinforced by the geomorphological 
observatton of a major "tetrahedral pyramid" at Cydonia - connected geometrically (by 

a 19.5-degree angle offset to the local geodedic meridian) to equally obvious morphological 
representations of "spheres" at Cydonia itself. 

The purpose of all this appears to be to direct attention towards "something occurring at 
these two specific planetarY latitudes." When examined by the authors, using published 
geodedic planetary maps from NASA and U.S Geological Survey sources, these latitudes are 
observed to be associated with a hitherto unknown planetary and stellar energy phenomenon 
--blatantly emerging at these specific latitudes .... on astronomical objects all across the 
solar system, including the Sun. Further, the appearance of these "energy outpourings" seems 
to be modulated by the polarity of the planetary (or stellar) magnetic dipole moment
raising, in the author's minds, the possibility that the "message" is attempting to direct us to a 

Continued on next page 
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verifiable astrophysical manifestation of a basic, "unified field," connecting planetary 
angular mo_mentum, gravity, and electromagnetism with surface energy release. 

The p9ssibility that "the message" is directing us to, not merely energy transfer but 
energy generation, is also considered in this paper. Several convergent observations of the 
outer planets, most recently from Voyager 2, are presented to buttress our contention that we 
may be looking at a new astrophysically - significant form of energy. Evidence is also 
presented that some manifestations of this energy may be altering the local "gravitational 
space-time metric"- cons1stant with current theoretical interpretations of tetrahedral 
mathematics by specialists, as "representative of higher-dimensional n-spaces." 

The implications of these "real world" geophysical manifestations of "unified field 
tetrahedral mathematics" - specific, localized energy release on planetary surfaces, 
apparently unrecognized until the "Cydonia tetrahedral mathematics" were decoded by the 
authors -- are profound: ranging from a possible breakthrough in the centuries- long search 
for a Unified Field Theory connecting the four elemental forces of Nature; to possible 
technological apptications of this · knowleoge - including a new energy source, and 
possibly, ultimate control of gravity itself 

We conclude by urging immediate verification of the "Cydonia Message," via the 
1992 unmanned Mars Observer spacecraft, as well as detailed follow-up to our preliminary 
work presented here. 

Contributed to KeelyNet by Lance Oliver 
(214) 324-3501 

Xlth CENTURY UFO REPORT FROM CHINA 
John Brent Musgrave 

S
OMETIME around the year IOHt) the notc.·d Chi
nese scientist and scholar, Shen Kua, wrote his fa

mous Mhtg Chhi Pi Tlum (Dream Pool Essays). Tht.·sc 
essays contain a wealth of information on a�tronomy, 
mathematics, geology and geography, as well a� many 
other sciences and technologies. They are bast.·d on 
not�s Sh�n Kua took :!S omcjal dutie!o broUt·ht him to 
many parts of China. The f:lHl_}'S include refncncl's to 
strange luminescent phenonu·1·1a observed for many 
years near the town of Yang·chou. (\'ang-chou is lo
cated in the present-day province: of Kiang-.u, north
east of Sha�ghai. ) From tht: 7th to the 11th cl'ntul') it 
was one of China's richest trading cities, and the 
transfer point for Yangtze riv('r t1ade onto the (;rand 
Canal. The following account is bast:d on a tran�lation 
by Dr. Lawrence Lau. 

"In the middle of the ye_ar Chia-you there wa!o a 
very big ' pearl' seen in Yang-chou. It was often st•t.·n 
in the daytime. At the beginning, it appean·d in the 
marshes of Tien Ch'ang county. Later it was seen at 
Lake Pi Shic. Ancf still later, for ten year!> 01 more, it 
was seen at Lake Shin Kai. h was oftt.·n �t·cn hy pa ...... -
ers-by as well a� local inhabit;tnts. 

"My friend's study was on l.akt.· Shin Kai. One 
night, he suddenly saw the 'pearl ' clost.· by. At first, it 

opened its chamber slightly, and light t.·ame out ·•� 
though a horizontal thread of gold was laid. Soon 1t 
suddenly opened up it� shdl. Its size wa� likt.· half of a 
round banquet table, and the whitt· light from tht' 
shell was like silvt.·r. The 'pearl' was a� hig as a fi.,l 
The light was so brilliant that it could not he looked 
at directlv .. \\'ithin ten or more li (several miln) all the 
trees ant i bushn were illuminated a� if the suu Wt"lt' 
rising. From afar one could only see tht' sk� rt·d. a-, tf 
lit by a wild fire. Sudden!�·. tht.· 'pearl' llcw ofT 111 l lu· 

distance. Floating amid the wavc:s of tht· le�kt.· it ",,, 
da:t:tling bright l ikt: the sun. 

"In antiquit�· . thae was the pearl of the lu ight 
moon. But this pearl did not re�emlJie the: moon. lt 
was burning bright with llame, closely resembliu g tlat· 
light of tht.· sun. 

"Po C:hti-1 once: compost·d a /Jri�hl Pt·arl Oclt'. Pu I, 
who often saw the pearl, was a native.' of Kao Yew. 1t 
has not appean·d in ret.·ent years; whc.·n· it ha� gone· I'> 

not known. The.· town of Fan Liang wa� at the pltu c· 

where the pc.lrl pa�!>cd bac.·k and forth. Travt·llcl'> v.·lao 
pa�sc.·u by thc:JT ah,·ay!> tinl their boat!> scvc1al n1gla1-. 
to wait for it!> appt·arancc, and narned the P'" il iun 
Wtm C/111 ( Pearl Pia� ing or Pearl ApprtTiation)." 



More than a planet but lees than a 
star, a celestial body known as a 
•brown dwart• was dilcovered by astro
nomers in the constellation Lepue , 
not tar from Orion. Known as GL229B , 
it is 18 light-years from Earth . It 
was found � N&Sl ' s  Hubble telescope 
and a ground-based teles cope on Mount 
Palomar in California . The brown 
dwarf is 20 to 50 times Jupiter ' s  mass 
making it too big and too hot to be 
class ified as a planet ,  yet still too 
small and cool to shine like a s tar. 
GL229B orbits the s.all red star 
Gileee 229 and 1e at least 250, 000 
t:lmes dimmer than Earth' s  sun. 
(Nov. 030, 1995. Reuter) 

�� !!!---'- 0 
-,..:--

The Hubble space telescope has dis 
covered the existence o r  a mas sive 
black hole in the Vir1o galaxy MB7 .  
It showed a s piral disk rotating 
at. about 1,242, 715 a.p.l.  0 around 
a centre point . Onl7 a huge black 
hole containing a mass equal to 
more than 2 billion suna , would 
have the gravitational s tren,tb to 
keep such a tast-aovin1 d il k  from 
breaking apart, researchers said . 
The existence or black holes was 
predicted in the general theory or 
relativity proposed in 1915 by 
Einstein . The theory predicted 
that massive obj ects would warp 
time and space . ( AP) 

l flight crew for Aerolineas Argen
tinas , and aviation officials on the 
ground ,  obs6rved a luminous �bj ect 
that approached the aircraft as it 
was about to land at Bariloche Air
port . about 870 miles from Buenos 
lires . Flight captain Jorge Polanco 
said that all the lights in and 
around the airport went out jus t. ae 
the object departed and he was about 
to land . Control tower personnel said 
their instruments started behaving 
s trangely at about the same time . 
Ground observers said the tJPO eeemed 
to have shining lights on its under

_/ s ide . ( Augus t,  1995 . CF) 

A black hole or thousands or s tars 
rushing toward the core or a glob
ular cluster in Ml5 has been dis c
overed � the Hubble Space Tele
s cope . From Earth it appears as a 
s ingle blur or li&ht . It is about 
37,000 light years away, in the 
constellation or Pegasus . 

At least two moons , and perhape 
two others have been dis covered 
in the orbit or Saturn by astrono
mers us ing }ilotos taken by the 
Hubble Space Telescope . The pho
tos were taken on May 22, 1995, 
during a rare time that Saturn' s  
rings were seen edge-on . At this 
time , the bright reflected light 
from the rings is d immed and in
dependent moons can more eas ily be 
s ighted . ( AP) 

Two professors at the Ins titute or 
Advanced Study in Princeton, NJ, 
s olved a decades -old puzzle and un
locked a rew mysteries or the fourth 
dimension . Nathan Seiberg and Ed
ward Witten said it makes solving 
equations in four-dimens ional s pa ce 
�s easy as solving them in two dim
ensions . Einstein showed that we 
live in a four-dimens ional world . 
The dis covery offers ins ight into 
the strange behavior of suba�omic 

0 particles called quarks , the small
est building blocks or ma tter . 
(Source : AP) 

A UFO Encounter Fes tival was held 
in Roswell , New Mexico , last Julr 
let and 2nd. There w ill be SK and 
lOK walks and rune ( "llien Chases•)  
a "UFO P'loa t Race" and a two-da7 
Arts and Craft Festival and Trade 
Show for the first 60 vendors who 
can guarantee that "all items tor 
sale v ill be related to � ,  
aliens or extraterres trial a ctiTi
ties . Tours of the alleged 1947 
UFO impact s ite , 45 minutes north
wes t or town , vi:l be offered both 
days for $15 an Earthly head . 
( LA Times , June 25 ,  1995 . 
Or : Howard Kautmann ) 

ls tronomers , writing in the s oienc� 
journal NATURE , tuned the Dwingeloo 
radioteles cope in Leiden, Nether
lands , to a special hydrogen frequ
ency to cut through the heavy Milky 
Way dust that forms a sparkling arc 
acros s the night sky. They discov
ered a large spiral galaxy which 
they named Dv ingeloo I • The survey 
suggests that many more galaxies 
hidden behind the Milky Way remain 
to be discovered . 

Project Bluestar is a futuristic project where a 
crew of 200 dolphins w ill program a crystal com
puter in outer space ,  producing holographic im
ages that will appear like TV pictures on a giant 
sphere of water ins ide a floating s pace stati on . 
The s tation is based on one of the magical pheno
mena of space -- water in zero gravity goes into 
a sphere in weightles s  cond itions . The computer 
is powered by ultrasonic sound waves . Dolphins 
are used because they have experience in zero 
gravity -- there is no ' up '  or 1 dawn 1  in the 
ocean . 

Astronomers have seen the birth of a pulsar in 
s ide a cloud of gas and dust le.f't by a aupernova 
explos �on in the Large Magellanic Cloud near our 
Milky Way galaxy. It is 170,000 light years away 
from &rth . The pulsar is turning at a speed of 
1,968 . 429 revolutions per second . 

The Crab Nebula , a cloud of glow ing gas and dus t 
created by a supernova seen by ae tronaners in 1054, 
has a pulsar at its core but this one turns ftt 
-about 30 RPS and is stead ily slowing . 

ll  



THE FLYI N G  SNAKE OF NAM I BIA 

By Jan Lam precht 

l eav a rather amazing documentary on TV regarding 
the Giant Flying s nake of Namibia . The documen
tary is of very recent origin . In the area of 
Namibia around Keetmanshoop there have been on
going e ightings going ba ck many decades of a 

fiJing snake . 'nle people vho 1 ve s een this creature 
are many and varied . Many are blacks , colored people , 
bushmen or vhite people . Most are quite old . 

- There have been s ighting� as re�en� att 1982 . 
S011e people have even seen the creatun. more than 
once . One buahman had seen it tw ice in hie lite 
time . Once he eav a brown creature with spots and 
the other time a yellowish colored one . 

There are some interesting things about the ani
.als It is like a chameleon in that it chan�e ita 
color to match its surround ings . Quite amazing 18 
that it has what appears to be a fluorescent "glow
w�• type spot on its forehead and it s tands out at 
Dieht . 

One sighting by a local eounded almost l tke a UFO 
trPS sighting of seeing a light flying among the moun
tains ,. but he as sumed it to be the giant snake .  

However, lLL the other s i ghtings were in broad 
daylight and even there the spot is somewhat cons pi
cuous - �hough nothing like what it is at night . 

The creature des cribed is a long, snake-like/liz
ard-like creature bet\leen 10-15 feet in length . It 
is approximately 1 foot in diameter , with a large head . 

It lives in a clearly defined region which is best 
des cribed as mounta inous desert . It lives in various 
caves and at different times people have known ita 
whereabouts . 

� to the temperature extremes however , the rocks 
crack and break and eometimee cover up cave entrances 
-- so the creature either dies ins ide ( ?) or must have 
moved elsewhere . 

The locals say that the creature is not as common 
now as it was lor-g ago ,  but it 16 still seen tram 
time to tillle . They also fear it as they say it is 
dangerous . 

The single most impressive s ighting occurred 
about 40-50 years ago , shortly after the dis covery 
of the Coelocanth off the coast of South Africa . 

What amazed me even more was that the lady in
volved in that discovery, Dr .  Latimer, was called in 
to investigate a s ighting or the "snake" ( it sounded 
more like a flying lizard to me from the various des
criptions - ae it does not crush the grass like a 
snake , it moves above it) . 

She was called to inves tigate a •close encounter" 
where a 15-year-old white boy had been •attacked" by 
the "snake " .  

The boy ' s  father was a farmer, and for some rea
son they were los ing sheep . ( Is it carnivorous ? The 
Komodo dragon eats goats , I think) . The father a�eign
ed his son the task of looking after a special ht?O 
or sheep • 
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The sheep were gra11ing near the v1oini ty or a 
large rocky hill . The boy saw th:ts creature on three 
different occas ions . The creatur.e was in a crevice 
near the top of the hill . It loOked like a large 
lizard , but he didn ' t  realize exactly bow large it was . 

It seemed to live in a cave on this bill . lt one 
point he threw a stone at it and s truck it on the head 
{ he muet .have climbed the hill because it is very high) . 

This laWit have angered the animal . Same time later 
when he saw it again, he looked away and you can ima
gine his surprise to find the creature had s omehow 
trar.spor�·�d itself from the top �r this very large hill 
and was standing right next to him. 

The creature took its large tail and struck him a 
blow to the chest. '!hen it flew away . 

It does definitely seem to be able to tly �nd not 
just glide . 

lnother guy saw it fly down from a hill , land and 
ny back up again. He said he knows it sounds crazy 
to say that a "snake" can fly, but be saw it doing 
just that . 

What is fas cinating is that when Dr .  Latimer arri
ved , she photographed and studied the area . She could 
see indications of a large scaly creature which had 
swished its tail in the area - and photos or this were 
shown . She was certain it was a reptile of some sort . 

When the boy chucked s stone on the creatu� • s  
head , it puffed up its throst and made a sort of 
whistling/growling sound . Behind its head �ere two 
"wings " .  

Later, when the boy was e truck on his chest by the 
�reature ' e  ta ll ,  the boy ran away as fast as he could . 

ls he ran he looked back and couldn ' t  believe his 
eyes as he sav the enake taking off and flying upwards 
back to the top or this hill . you can imagine the 
eteep angle it must have fiown at - approximately a 
30 to 40 degree angle . 

'lbe town 1 s people climbed the hill where they 
could eee the •trac':!5 " the snake had made . They follow
ed these track:e which led to a aave . 

Lf..ter , eaDeone , an ex-policeman, went and dynamited 
the cave and t hey heard as the animal made "growling" 
noues -. It appeared they ' d  killed it . 

It has been seen in Keetmanshoop ( southern Namibia) 
in recent years . One man vis iting his family saw it 
at night in June , 1982 . RecenUy another man reported 
a sighting to the police in Keetmanshoop. 

According to the Transvaal snake park there could 
be something there . There are huge areas largely de
void or people . 

Recently a nev specie� of snake was dis covered and 
documented at the mouth of the Cunene River . 

The snake merely seems to have been defending its 
territory and the attack was probably because it was 
e ick of the boy ' s  continued presence near its home . 

The last s ighting mentioned �ccurred in 1990 . 
( The author of this article , Mr .  Jan Lamprecht , 

•Y be reached at his Internet e-mail number • • • 
Internet : PBSIIACCESS .tl) 



INTRODUCTION to something BIG 

The following is a transcript of information found in a document which was released by researcher 
L. M. Graham. Copies of the original document can be obtained from PEA Research. , Milpitas, CA 
9503 5 ,  along with other documentation concerning secret technologies allegedly possessed and 
uti l ized by secret governmental organizations as well as documentation and 
information on a possible interactton between deep government groups and a race of small 
non-human entities commonly known as the 'Greys'. 

According to John Lear, William Cooper, and several other researchers the U. S. government may 
have made a 'pact' with a non-human race as early as 1 933.  According to some this 'race' is not 
human as we know it, yet it claims to have it's origin on earth several thousands of years ago. Some 
sources allege that this predatory race is of a neo:-saurian nature. This has led others to suggest that 
the dinosaurs· which ruled the surface of the earth in prehistoric times may not have become entirely 
extinct as is commonly believed, but that certijn of the more intelligent and biped-hominoid 
mutations of that race developed a form of intellectual thought equal to or surpassing that of the 
human race, and then possibly went into hiding. For instance one branch or mutation of the 
supposedly extinct 5auroid race, Stenonychosaurus, was according to paleontologists remarkably 
hominoid in appearance, being 3 1 /2 to 4 1 /4 ft. in height with possibly greyish-green skin and 
three-digit clawed fingers with a partially-opposable 'thumb'. The opposable thumb and intellectual 
capacity is the only thing preventing members of the animal kingdom from challenging the human 
race as the masters of planet earth. For instance the ape kingdom possesses opposable thumbs yet it 
does not possess the intellectual capacity to use them as humans do. The dolphins possess 
intellects nearing that of humans but do not possess opposable thumbs or even limbs necessary to 
invent, etc. Could their be an 'animal' which possesses both of these characteristics? The cranial 
capacity of Stenonychosaurus was nearly twice the size of that of human beings, indicating a large 
brain and possibly advanced though not necessarily benevolent intellect. According to researchers 
such as Brad Steiger, Val Valerian, TAL LeVesque and others this may actually be the same type of 
entity or entities most commonly described in 'UFO' encounters, as well as the same type of 
creatures depicted in early 1 992 in the nationally viewed CBS presentation 'INTRUDERS'. 

According to Lear and others the government may have established a 'treaty' with this race, which 
they later learned to their horror was extremely malevolent in nature and were merely using the 
'treaties' as a means to buy time while they methodically establish certain controls upon the human 
race, with the ultimate goal of an absolute domination. It is also alleged by certain deep-level 
intelligence agents that the Illuminati, or the 'Cult of the Serpent', is willfully working hand-in-claw 
with this infernal race which has promised them part of the action once the 'New World Order' is 
established. The Illuminati is allegedly in it for the power and 'technology' which this non-human 
race is supposed to give them in exchange for their cooperation. According to John Lear and 
others, many of the deep underground bases such as those below Dulce, New Mexico and Pine Gap, 
Australia are actually �oint' areas where the technology exchanges have been carried out, as well as 
battles between the humans and 'grays' sparked by disagreements, etc. Could the Dluminati's plans 
for world domination be backed by an 'alien' vanguard? One unusual point that the following article 
makes is the apparent connection between the Dluminati's 'Club of Rome' and the so-called 'Greys'. 
One might ask themselves: If an alien species desired to establish control over a civilization, would 
they attempt an outright and immediate invasion and destruction of all resistance or would they 
instead attempt to manipulate situations behind the scenes in order to turn the inhabitants of the 
'target' environment against each other, and decimate the papulation to the point that resistance 
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would be minimal? The 'logical' choice, presuming that the 'aliens' are heartless vermin, would be 
the latter, and there is much evidence that the 'Club of Rome' has 'sold out' the human race to such 
alien powers in exchange for certain promises, and that this sold-out power group is carrying out an 
agenda of MASS GENOCIDE against the human race as a whole, in obedience to their draconian 
masters. If such an inhuman and alien race exists, then these genocidal 'policies' which the 
Dluminati-Club or Rome is carrying out no doubt originated from 'them'. As William Cooper has 
stated elsewhere, whether the 'aliens' exist or not makes no difference, since the 'idea' of the 
existence of a non-human alien race is part and parcel of the llluminati's one-world totalitarian 
plans. This has been confirmed by several researchers. With this introduction, the activities taking 
place at such underground installations as the Pine Gap Facility may be better understood. 

From Dr. Jean Francois ·Gille, who moved to Albuquerque, New Mexico from France, comes a 
translation of a French document that exposes the relationship between several factors in the matrix 
of world affairs. The article, titled - 'PINE GAP BASE: WORLD CONTEXT', was written by 
Lucien Cometta and later translated into English by Dr. John Gille: 

"In order to understand ·the case of the Pine Gap US base (near Alice Springs, Australia) better, I 
feel compelled to give some explanations beforehand. I hope these explanations will help to 
increase the general awareness of the extraordinary importance that facility has for mankind as a 
whole. 

"The maj ority of people, all over the world, are not lingering in doubt as to whether UFOs and 
ETs are real. They know they are real. Here in early 1 989 , no one questions their existence. The 
case for UFOs and ETs aroused passions, controversies and grandstanding for many years. Some of 
it has not been quite rational. The matter being relatively settled, public opinions should cool 
down. It is with a serene and clear mind that we ought to be thinking Qf our future relationship with 
the peoples from space. However, the public mind is not at peace. It vaguely feels that the 
governments are hiding 
"something real big", and it wonders where our leaders are going to lead mankind. 

"During the process of research and study ofUFOs and aliens, researchers who do not take the 
explanations of the scientific establishment at face value have discovered unsettling facts; these 
facts have started the lifting off (of) the lid of the coverup. The value and prestige of their sources of 
information do not leave any doubt about the truthfulness of these reports. 

DEATH .RAY 'BUNCOMBE' 
SAYS LOCAL SCIENTIST 

Doesn't Believe Dynamo .Could 
Be Stopped by ··oia

bolical Rays • •  -

Canadian scientists poured 
scorn on tbe Idea of a death rav, as 
The Star reported May 26, 1924. 

"Buncombe." This is the verdict of 
Toronto's most eminent professor on 
the recent claims of Grindell Matthews 
in England whose diabolical ray has 
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created a regular stoim in the scientific 
world. · 

Professor E. Burton, of the Physics 
laboratory, does not think as Mr. Grin
dell Matthews thinks. When The Star 
asked his opinion he muttered, 'Bun-

. combe' and then added: .. Nobody can 
positively affirm that such and such a 
so-called discovery is not true. All I 
say is that everything now known in 
the realm of these rays would lead us 
to believe that Grindell Matthews 
could not have discovered these rays.'· 

Professor Bunon then showed The 
Star a paper which had been written 
by an �minent scientist saying that the 
two last suggestions of Professor Mat
thews, had not yet reached the practi
cal stage. 

These claims were first to short cir-

cuit a magneto of ,an aeroplane at a 
great distance away by a high frequen
cy beam and the second suggestion 
was to transmit high frequency rays· 
over a long distance by using the � 
ducting layers of the upper atmo-
sphere. . - . 

Professor ·T. Roseburgh, the great 
electrical expert at the University said 
curtly: 

"I don't believe it. I ·would have to 
see it �t, for there is nothing to lead 
scientists to suppose that such a thing 
is possible. I do not and can not be� 
lieve it. That is all I have to say." 

Mr. Grindell Matthews told· London 
scientists that he could stop the dyna .. 
mo of a motor cycle at will and even 
kill mice by turning his diabolical ray 
in their direction. 

.. 
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STARDUST • • .  

by - SUNG MA TENZING LAMA 

The ·universe consisting of stars, planets, sateilites, asteroids, nebulaes� comets, 
· galaxies, with ita microbe.a, .gei'ID8, spores, men and mice ; sup-ermen devaa and such 
dubbed "Got.'s" by the ignorant, are basic etoms, who in turn are minute solar s1stems, 
having positive · nucleus and nega�ve electrons as their "planets." 

Atoms are the . building blocks of the · universe, ·atardust holding all thinga 
together, even· homus ereetus and this is worthy of some attention. By a unique formula 
of celestial chemistry, one live, infinitesmal small bit of matter, which as a tell for
mulaj:es proud man, grows in time via a mystery chemiatry a. handful of stardust
whidi in my bumble opinion may be the sole purpose and destiny of man, having thus 
created new matter by the handful, for a purpose still a b�t vague and seeret, so that 
man does not as yet guess his true purpose and all, important funetio� besidea 
procreation, the importance to collect these 96 elementals found with this stardust, 
when man has again fallen into dust. 

For indeed, it was decreed cons in the past and not by t>"lrthlings, that man 
in the laat analysis should amount to· nothing else than a potential hand full of dust, 
useful for such super &eience; not from this planet, who needs this matter for their 
peculiAr sciences, perhaps to refuel their spacewagons, perhaps for methOds. of nourish-
ments.' . 

Proud man, may he . be emperor. beggar, -phHoeopher, ·-thief; religioua··.fanatic or 
heDetic-all a culmination of- a "atardust bank," contributing to a seienee alien to 
earthlings, who may have· planted man here for reprooucing additional useful matter,· 
to sprinkle the planet like flowers shedding seed, so as to make it fertile for Things 
yet to come. This basic truth may well be a shock to religionists! 

It may be that .this form of revitalization via human stardust is highly easential 
even to the planet itself, since energies _of an atomic nature taken off_ the earth, is 
thus lost and used, up, and there will come a time when the last atom is drained from 
earth by the "Spoilen" and Space Pirates and the planet will crumble and be no more. 

And so . man, genetously and simple created by the billions here, unknowingly 
contributes millions of tons of what gives with these 96 elements.' It is known · that 
this handful of human dust contains enough iron ore to fashion a ·fair sized spike. 

One ean multiply this· by a billion and come up with an arpazing sum total in 
tons of iron ore, grown, "cultivated" within the fantastic laboratoris of human bodies, 
deposited within graveyards, so as to store these ·�stardust treasures" for such as 
come to gather· the harvest. Does it also seem logically to assume, that such aliens -
as come from oth�r -earths, refuel their chariots here with matter convertable from 
human stardust, will �ove on, once tht> plant>t has been thoroughly eXploited and i� 
matter exhausted via "Atom-Zerfall" or disintegration, that these "Spoilers'� and 
Space Pirates then seek oU:t new worlds in the wide cosmos, where again creatures 
similar to us create additional needed matter in whatever bodies they p6sses: 

Will they merely scoop up, fish out with equipments facilitating such operation, 
like refueling an aeroplane in midair, thus an actualy landing qn this eursed pl�ne� 
would not be necessary, by such as wish not . to be 'pollu� and degrated by lower 
forms of animal life such as . the human apeeie. Since only . matter is of interest, no 
matter where such matter lives in its origiaality, such stardust may exhaust itself 
and in time even })lanet three -must break up, explode, vanish, winch makes little 
di1ferem:e to -such as cruise the void of" space in gigantic m.otherships with immortal 
crews, who indeed must 1augh at the antics of . men, when - all they are to them is 
stardust alive for a while. 
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GRAY BAR K E R'S 
Q UE STI .O N S  
& ANSWERS 

ABOUT 

UFO'S 
Edited by FAN N I E  HOF F MAN 

· Q. Dq you think t h a t the unidentified flyi n g 
o�jects for which the Air Force hu no ex;11anation at 
this time are of extraterrestrial origin? 

A. Not necessarily. I am gradually changing · my 
�hinking away from the outer-space theory. 

Q. Do you thi.nk they come from aomewhere with· 
In our aolar ay stem, or out of it 1 

. A. If they do have an out-of4paee origin, then 
·they are probably from outside our solar ayitem, of 
intergalactic origin. 

Q. What about within 
our solar system ? 

A. If I am wrong about 
their being of intergalactic 

.. <:..a�h� origin and they are from 
i'"t,;�j7.�:� within our solar system, 

then Venus is the most 
likely point of origin. 

Q. What is your theory 
in this resped? 

·,...,:,·· -.·'""''"')".··-'->.... A. We are pretty sur� 
that the other planets in 
our ayetem are not capable 
o! supporting life aa we 
know it. Conditions for life 
on Venus might be more 
favorabJe, despite the re .. 
port sent back by our V en .. 
us probe, which wu widely �r�:i�ic·r.�1��ft,r.•v:_: disputed by our scientis-ts. 

Q. If from outside our ���&.W:�lt1t��,� solar system, from where? 
A. It's incredible to en-. tertain this theory, because Barker 

of the vast dis·tances which 
fnvolve light years. It's anybody'.s guess which one of 
the millions of solar eystems they could come from, 
if they do come from another solar system. 

Q. Have you ever l'ighted a UFO younelf, whieh 
was not expJained away to your satisfaction as a 
natural phenomenfm ? 

A. Yes, but they very likely could have been ex
plained on this basis if they had been properly 
analy :1d. I have experienced no close sightings of 
meet. _  � · ical devices as other people are reported to 
have done. 
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Q. What about the pictures that appear from time 
to time showing some strange object In ·the . aky? 

A. In my opinion, most of these pictures a.re de
liberate hoaxes. Some of them have been exposed u 
trick photography and as obj ects to&sed into the air, 
such as· hub caps, by photographic pranksters. A few 
may be genuine, however. 

• • • • 

Q. Do you think there is a pattem to the cycle 
In which UFOs are sighted? 

A. I haven't noticed any definite . cycle in such 
reports. However, a friend ·of mine who is an astron
omer, Lonzo Dove, believeP. there is a definite correla,. 
tion between the sightings and the time when Mars 
81J)proaches closest to the ·earth. 

Q. Is there any populated place In the world whft'e 
there haYe been no reports of UFO sirhtings? 

A. Not - to my knowledge. Reports from the Iron 
Curtain countries hav.e been very few in the past, 
probably due to government eensor.ship. However, 
lately, more -reports .are beginning to come from these 
countries. 

Q. With an the sightings over the years, don't you 
think it strange that there has been no public1y 
authenticated report of one of the objects landin&' and 
being studied? 

A. Yes, I do. The lack of mechanical failure in 
these reported objects might be expla.ined by a great
ly advanced technology, or some other factor, such as 
the theory that they may be coming from another 
"dimension" - at which we can only guess. 

Q. When did you first become Interested ln 
UFOs? 

A. September 1952 . 
Q. \V hat brought about -your interest ? 
A. The Flatwoods "monster" incident conneeted 

with a reported UFO landing near my brother's farm 
near Sutton. 

Q. Do vou read much science fiction ? 
A. Not ·any more. When I was younger I enjoyed 

reading it. My interest in reading science fiction de
clined when I started my research on UFOs. 

Q. Do you think science fiction is usually the fore· 
runner to scientific discoveries? • 

A. In the past this has proved to be the .case. 
Q. Can you name a few such discoveriea? 

A. Rocket ships, .the atomic bomb, th�
, 

1aser beam, 
er�rth satellites .and even "flying saucers. 

. Q. You . tuo. have . written a couple of books, al· 
thouah not science fiction. Can you tell us their titles? 

A,. "They Knew Too Muoh About Flying Saucers" 
and .. The Book of Saucers." 

Q. What theories do you have In reprd to 
UFOs? 

A. One theory that interests me very much is 
that these UFOs 1nay originate in'  another dimension 
.;......that is, a world that coexists with ours in another 
time space. Another theory is that they may rom& 
from some unknown or unexplored section of o u r 
earth--maybe even from beneath the sea. 

Q. Do you th ink thta people of' earth would panic, 
as some think, if an �xtraterrestrial ship did land 
here? 

A. No, not to the serious extent predicted by some 
alarmi&ts, or suggested by the Air Force. 

Q. Why? 
A. People nowadays are becoming more C?Qnscious 
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of the fact that .space travel is possible ; therefore, 
they wouldn't be as fearful now as they mi&'ht ha.ve 
been before we became spac�nded. 

Q. What Is your theory regarding life on other 
planets in our solar �ystem ? 

A. I believe that 1\'lars is a dead p�anet that may 
llave aupported life at one time, . and that Venus is a 
young planet on wl1ich life, a.s we know it, has not 
yet beg�n. Also, the hostile environment on the . o��er 
planets 1n our system would preclude any ]>OSSibll1ty 
of life on them. 

Q. How about life in t h e  universe outside our solar 
1ystem ? 

A. I go along with thP astronomers in ·this, such 
as Dr. Harlow Shap1ey. He has stated that there must 
be millions of inhabited planets with many of them 
paralleling our earth as far a.s physical environment 
is concerned. However, ·these planets may be millions 
of light yea.rs away. It's almost inconceivable to ent�r
tain the thought ·of apace travel over such vast d1s.; 
ta.nces of apace. 

Q. In your studies and r�arch on UFOS, ·who 
would you say could be considered an objective writer 
on the subject 1 

A. The late Frank Edwards, Dr. Jacques Vallee, 
Leonard G. Cramp of England, John Keel &nd John 
Fuller. 

• • • • 

Q. Do you believe, as many do, that the Air Force 
Is withhoJ�inr Information in its report on Project 
Blue Book? 

A. No. In fact, it has turned over all of its ·records 
to the University of Colorado which ha.s been given a 
$300,000 federal grant to fully analyze the Air Force 
data, and to make . a public report on it. Claims that 
the Air Force has withheJd information in the past 
have been greatly exaggerated. 

Q. Do vou think the Air Force report made public 
on lTFOs wu based on all the evidence and information 
lt obtained? 

A. Not eompletely. 
Q. What do y(au t.hfnk of ita findings? 

A. I th.ink its conclusions and analyses of UFO 
eaReS have been unobjective, probably in order · to 
eQme up with the answrrs· that would "tend to s·top 
the public clarilor and, maybe, to hide the fP.ct that it 
really had no explanat-ion for some of the sightings. 
It explained most of them satisfactorily, but left a few 
really important sightings unexplained. 

Q. Have you . !,ad any personal eontact with any 
of the Air Force personnel ass,igned to Project Blue 
Book ?  

A .  No. 
Q. Do you Utink the Air Force is rea11y intuested 

In getting to the bottom of these reports? 
A. I don't really think it ia, beyond eonvinei·ng it

aelf that they are not mi&ailes developed by foreign 
governments. 

Q. Do you think the project was set up just to 
etUI the pubUe clamor on UFOs? 

A. Aetut.lly, I believe the specific aim in setting 
up Project Blue Book was first, to determine whether 
the objects reported were mili:tary devices · from other 
eountriea · and, second, to find out wh&t they were, if 

not from other countries! 

Q. If I saw an object in the sky which I was 
eoavlneed wasn't a plane or anything of terrestrial 
ori&'in, nor an optical · illusion, whom would you suggest 
l ·eaU to report it? 

A. The nearest Air Force base. It also Should be 
reported to some civilian research group. such as the 
National Seeiety for Sauc.er Investigation in Clarks
bur&', whieh I organized last year. 

• • • • 
· Q. We know re�earching UFOs is not your regu· 

Jar job. What do you do? 
· A. I am a ·sales representative for Lovett and 

Co., a .school equ•ipment supply firm which speeialize·s 
ill audio · - visual equipment and also produces educa
tional films· about West Virginia history. 

Q. What would you say was your most interesting 
experience in · your research on UFOs? Most humor-
oua? Most exciting? 

· 

· A. The most interesting was my investigation of 
the elaims of a Bridgeport, ·Conn., man who said he 
had been silenced by two 2't-rarigers because he leaflled 
too much about . f)ying saucers. Most humorous : That 
was the on� about a man in Ripley who announced 
discovery of a gold ball which he said fell from a 
flyi� aaucE�r. My investigation showed that a local 
scoutmaster had put a layer of bronze around a huge 
·ball - bearing and was using this as a shot-put and it  
had bee� found by a .rather imaginative person. The 
most exciting was nly investigation of the "mothman" 
reports. At Point Pleasant, many reliable witnesses 
had reported seeing a giant, bird-like creature which 
flew at ·incredible speeas of at least 100 miles an hour. 
The reporta were quite widespread - but finally died 
down. There never was any good explanation forth
coming on this creature, but the witnesses were sin
cere in their reports, and seemed to be reliable. 

Q. Can you tell us anything . about some of the 
people you have Jllf't in y(•ur research? 

A. I've met aome . fantastic people, includ i n g  
those . who claim to have · met space people and to 
have ridden in spacecraft, even to other planets and 
back. Most of the people I've interviewed, however, 
in respect " to .their sightings, · seem to be quite ordinary 
people who are not cl'ackpots. 

(}. Do you think some of. the references in the 
Bible to "fiery chariots" and ''descents· of angels" 
might hav2 · been tht Biblical version of UFO sight· · 
lngs? . . 

A. The Bible contains many incidents which very 
definitely, in my. opinion, seem· to represent some sort. 
of visitation much like that being reported today. 
Ezekiel's wheel is . a good example . 

Q. . Has anyone, to your knowledge, done any re
search 011 . this aspect of· "flying· saucers"? 

A. Yes . . A good many wri-ters have. written about 
it, including the late Dr. ?\f. K. Jesaup, an astronomer. 
His book is titled '.•l JFO and the Bible." 

Q. Can you draw any paraUels betw.een .the Bibli
cal ·"fiery chariot" reports and ·the modem UFO re· 
ports?  

A. People today report to have been taken for 
trips in these things, and often these objects are de
·scribed by them · as having a fiery glow, brilliant lights, 
etc. , which might have been interpreted as .a "fiery 
chariot" by ancient people� . .  

Continued on the following page l 7 



Continued from previous page 
Q. Do you 1 hhtk that those UFOs for which we 

have no explanation are capable of traveling at t h e 
speed of Jight? 

A. I wouldn't know . 

could never break the sound barl\ier, and that has 
been disproved. Now w� have aircraft that fly at 
speeds faster than s.ound. Who knows - some day this 
may, perhaps, occur with faster-than-light speeds� 

Q. \Vhy? 
A. I'm neither a sci entist no·r a mathematician, 

therefore .I must accept Einstein'& theory· that such 
speed would be impossible. 

Q. What do you. think is the fastest rate of speed 
man will ever be abJe to develop ? Travel? 

Q. Do you think we will ever be able to develop 
travel at the spt.aed of light? 

A. It's hard to predict now. However, fantastic 
speeds in space are capable of beina attained · by use 
of the ion drive and other advanced rocket drives. 

A. Until some other findings come along, or ·some
one can prove Einstein's theory wrong, I don't think so. 

· Q. Do you think interplanetary travel will become 
a reality :within the next 25 · year&? 50 years? When? 

Q. Since the speed of light is equated with the 
symLol for infinity, do you think that we, as finite 

A. I think that we wHl certainly be · able tq · land 
on other planets in our solar ayatem in the · next 25 
years. 

beings, will · ever at1 wn it? 
A. I don;t know. 

Q� Do you think we will ever develop the ·know-how 
for fnt�rga)actie travel? 

Q. What is your tbi-nkin'g on this? . 
A. Not too long ago, the theory was · held that we 

A. Yes, sometime in the futur�. How.ever, the 
lengths of the trips would encompass several 1 i f e
times. 

BOOK REVI EWS 
FIRE lll THE SKY : THE UALTOO 
EXPERIENCE - By Travis Walton 

On Nov . 5 ,  1975 at 6 : 15 pm :  
a group o f  loggers were in the 
White Mountains of Arizona when 
they saw an unusually bright light 
in the sky . This is the story of 
Travis \-lal ton who walked toward 
the light , was thrust to the ground 
by a mysterious energy force and 
disappeared . Walton recalls his 
abduction and his being taken on 
board an alien craft . 

cr!NTER. OF . EARm 
FOR WM. REED. 

Be &71 There •s a Bole a& lliG 
N onh Pole, &Dei Be11 

J:Dt.er It. 
Mr. -Reed's proposed VO)IQ8fJ to the · 

centre of the earth was reveale4 April 
18, 1908. . 

The book includes 8 pages of New York - William Reed has incorporat-
four-color illustrations and 16 ed a company to organize and equip an expe-
pages of black and white photos . --�L 
370 pages . Cloth edition . US$24.95 dition to the center of the caim. 
Published by Marlowe and Company, Mr. Reed isn't going to get there by .dig-
632 Broad1olay , rmr YORK CITY , ging. He says the entrance is already made 
RY 10012 , u .s . A .  and that he knows where to And it. He has 

:==============::::::: written a book on the subject. and recently he 

ORlON 

Many times I watched you in 

my telescope 

and you never changed. 

Once I saw the Horse Head 
Nebula, 

I was captivated by you. 

You are a friendly ,face, 
in that Winter- I never liked. 

You run with Sirius 
the blue white giant star. 

Will Sirius and I dog you forever 
yapping up and down the sky? 

© 1 996 Gail Aggen 
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has called together his disciples in New York 
to consider ways and means. Just as soon as 
money is obtained and preliminaries arranged 
Mr. Reed will start for the North, where he 
expects to find a large hole where other ex-
plorers have looked for a pole. -

To support his theory, Mr. Reed advances 
various arguments. He wants to know why the 
many Arctic explorers have not found a pole 
if there was one to And. He says that the 
theory of a prairie fire or volcano in eruption� 
inside the earth will explain the so-cafied 
Aurora Borealis more satisfactorily than any 
other theory advanced, especially as the belief 
that the northern lights are of electric origin, 
is negatived by the observations of Aretic 
explorers. 

WORLD UFO JOURNAL - New British 
magazine with thought-provoking 
ideas on UFOs . muatrated ! t5 a 
copy. 4 issues : $18 .  Write : Edward 
Ha-rris , .16 Newton Green, Great Dun-

. �aw , Essex, CM6 lDU , England 

CATALYST - The New Age Direc
tory LilDited Edition is the 
most extensive , unique resource 
of tml AGE, STRANGE PHEN<J-iENA., 
UFO, ABDUCTI� , COOPIRACDS , 
METAPHISICS, ECCtiCIO:CS , CROP 
CIRCLES , ElRTH CHAIG!S ,  N»> 
PH1SICS , PSYCHOKIRPSIS , LIFE 
U'TER DEATH , HOLISTIC HEAL'nl , 
REINCARN&TIOO ,  TESLl, REICH , . 
RADIONICS , Da.IS I.:r, PSYCHIC 
CHA.NNELING ,  PROPHECDS ,  BACK-. 
TO-THE-EARTH, "PF.:f6Cilli.S" 
R!SOORCE SECTIC!l • • •  plua so 
much more . 
For the serious investigative 
researcher to arm-chair learn
ing and enjoyment from our 
listings of newsletters , pub
lications , services and prod
ucts , this directory will keep 
you fascinated for years ! !  
Send $7.95 +$2 . 00  P&H/U .S . A . 
Send $7.95 +t5 . 00  all other 
territories . P . O. Box 670022, 
Marietta , GA. 30066, U .S . A. 

FLYING SAUCER 
DIGEST 

Publishing for 
Over 29 Years 

T H E  N o . 1 U F O  N E w s  
MAGAZINE I N  THE WORLD. 

F I RS T  · I N  S I G H T I N G S ,  
LANDINGS AND ABDUCTION 
CASES. 

FREE 1 0  DIFFERENT UFO 
MAPS AND 5 UNIQUE UFO 
PUBLICATIONS WITH EACH 

SuBSCRIPTION. 

5 ISSUES $ 1 0.00 
UAPA BOX 347032 

CLEVElAND, OH 44134 
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UFO A BDUCTIONS/ MAG� ETIC I M P LANT RESPONSE 

The work of Nicholas Reiter 

The following exc:crpts are a summary of the research underway by Nicholas 
Reiter. Nicbolas is a graduate of Terra Technical College, and is a 
professional rcscarcb technologist for a solar cell manufacturing firm. He 
about thirty years old aud bas been interested in the UFO phenomena all his 
life. 1bc following is a brief of the summarization of his research as 
outlined in Dr. David Gotlib's Bulletin of Anomalous Experience� 
"Magnetic Implant Response" and "Magnetism. UFO Abductions and the 
Anomalous". Nic:bolas does not belong to any large UFO group ( e.g. MUFON. 
CUFOS, de. ) and has been in. otved in this research for the past three 
years. Some of the following "quoted" passages are directly from sources 
listed above. 

New observations which may well be some of the most significant discoveries 
made in regard to abductions, UFOS and mind control were first investigated 
in the Autumn of 1 990. These tests and experiments were performed by 
Nicholas Reiter and his colleague (AR) in the Dallas area \\ith confinncd 
abductecs using a techniques th.1t can c.1sily be duplicated. 

The objectives of these two were: 
1 .  Can the UFO abduction process be understood in the tenns of specific 

technology? 
2. Can the abduction implant devices. recalled so often under hypnosis. be 

objectively detected. studied. and possibly ncutrali7.cd by electrical. 
magnetic, or otherwise energy-related means? 

3. Can a system of defense be developed against the protocol ? 

Assumptions for the research/exp:rirncntation: 

I. There exists an intell igence. of unkno" n origin and nature. which 
is currently carrying out an agenda of exp:rimentation. manipulation. 
and/or n:souroe acquisition using the human race. or certain members 
thereof. as unwilling subjects. 

2. The agenda given in assumpt ion 1 is being c;mied out with the use 

of highly advanced technology. 
3. nus technology appears to be. at least part ially. based on fonns of 

energy, or energy-matter relationships. ·which arc currently unknown to. 
or unacknowledged. by classical physics . 

-'· The human race has the unden iable right to defend itself to t he best of 
it's ability. against the abduction agend«. 

The first set of e-xperiments i�volved trying to find a means to elicit a 
tangible objective response from abduction imphmt devices. AR first 
noticed a "weird" sensation in her volunteers when a large ( Oux densi ty 
measured at approx. 2000 gauss) horseshoe ma�nct had been held up to the 

region of the volunteers head \\ here. under h� pnosis. the volunteer had 
recalled aliens "doing something to her". The sensat ion was cxtrao;<.linar� 

vivid and disturbing to the volunteer. lt seemed to be both mental and 
physiological in nature. In nearest terms it was a "panic" response. a 
mental feeling of terror or extreanc apprehension. coupled with a verified 
rise in !)u1se rate and perspir.ttion . 

The volunteer (VN I ), said th.,t the panic response seemed to c.Juplicttc the 

feeling that she had been subject to in the past, shortly before an 
abduction related eYent would occur. Over the course of the following weeks 

several different aaas were conducted with the subject V# I .  

1 .  A large dectromagnet ( 1000 turns of l l 4  AWG WTapped around a n  iron 
core) was substituted for tbe horseshoe magnet. This coil was energized 
both with 1 10\ ·A';: :md later with 6VDC. in different tests. The response for 
both were smaller in magnitude than the horseshoe magnd although the 
symptoms were the same. 

2. While using the horseshoe magnet a piece of steel was placed between 

the poles to divert the magnetic flux away from any external regions of 

the magnet. This test was perfonncd to detennine if the actual flux lines 

wen: involved in the response or whcthcr the rcsvonse was based on otl1cr 
"virtual" effects of magnet. 

3. The response (hereafter called the Magnetic- Implant Response or M l R) 

seemed to first appear when the magnet was moved within 18 inches of the 
volunteer's response region (area of the implant). From this distance 
inward. the intensity increased. 

-'· The Testa Coil Suppression Effect (TCSE) was discovered. This will be 
discussed later. 

Nicholas and AR then started testing other volunteers in Jan 1 99 1 .  Previous 
to this their research was being performed with the assistance of V# I only. 
On Jan 8. they tested another confirmed volunteer. No communication was 
al lowed between VN I and Vl#2. The symptoms exp:ricnccd by V#2 were identical 
to those of V#l .  

Over the course of the next few months. two other volunteers were tested. 
V#3 showed a positive reaction with consistent symptoms. V#4 however. felt 
no response or sensations. 

Nicholas and AR started researching the natun: of the abductions 
cxp:ricnccd by all volunteers. They found that V# I .  V#2 and V#1 were 
"classical" abduetecs. though their specific experiences and ordeals were 
different. Each recalled\ during either their regression, or waking 
memories. the phenomena most often experienced by those who have been 
repeatedly abducted (e.g. Grey entities. quasi-medical protocols. possible 
i mplant insertion, etc.). VN4's abduction cxp:ricnce were quite "non
standard" and may involve different phenomena. 

It was decided that the research should then continue. The second phase of 
cxp:rimentation continued. AR reported the fol lowing: V# I was placed in 
a chair. and was tested for MlR. Results wen: positive. An 18  inch tall  
Tcsla spark g.1p coil was set up in front on V# I .  The coil was turned on 
and allowed to operate for several minutes ( then coil's power was adjusted 
to produce a 4 inch discharge at the secondary. Exact construction details 
arc available from Nicbolas Reiter). 

V# I was then checked for MlR and the results wen: negative. The MlR had 
vanished. VN 1 was checked again 24 hours later and the results were still 
negative. The nullifying effect lasted for approximately six davs. When it 

DID return it was at a much diminished magnitude. From this obscrYation 
it was inferred that the MlR had not been el iminated. but had been in some 

way deadened or temporarily stunned. 

V#l was similarl) tested \\ith the Testa coil and the resul ts were 
identical. The MlR ceased for a period of t i me. 

Another interesting effect was noticed by V# I. She was given the Tcsla coil 
to take home with her. On several occasions, specifically on certain 
evenings VI I would get the feeling that unseen entities were nearby. She 
found that by switching on the tesla coil. the sensation would vanish, as 
though the coil was disrupting or drhing away the im·isible force_ 

This concludes the studies performed by Nicholas Reiter in conjunction 
with AR. 

Nicholas has continued his research. Lack of volunteers prompted him to 
start research in a slightly different vein. He started testing subjects 
randomly, business assOciates. friends. family, and people on the street 
were tested with some surprising results. 

The subjects were told that some people have the ability to "sense" 
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magnetic fields for unknmm reasons and that he (Nicholas) would like to 
determine if they ( the  wluntc:crs/subjccts) can detect them as \\'e11 .  

3. The effect was vivid and definite. 
4. The GSR monitor tone increased, indicating increased bodily 

perspiration. -
The volunteers were placed in a comfortable chair. A galvanic skin response 
indicator was placed on the second and third fingers of the left hand. The 
volunteer was then shown the magnet (similar to the one used in the 
original experiments). The volunteer is asked to ''erbalize any feelings or 
sensations which they might e:\-pcricncc during the test. The subject is then 
blindfolded and a few minutes arc allowed to let the galvanic skin response 
monitor to •settle out•. 

5. The n::sponse ocx:um:d at a single, definitive location on each subjects 
head. 

The areas included were; 
Case #16 - behind and below the left car. 

Case #2 - left temple ( in front of, and slightly above left ear) 
Case #3 - •above nose, somewhere between and behind the eyes. 
Case # 13 - Left temple 

At this point, tbe magnet is then IOOYed slowly and randomly around the 

bead. Spacing is kept at two inches at all times from the subjects bead. 
Sensations, feelings and GSP monitor response arc observed and recorded. 
When the test is romplcted the volunteers arc thanked and released. If 

permitted the age, sex, occupation and names were recorded . 

Case #2 1 - Above and slightly behind left car 

The above test results were obtained during 1991 and published that same 
year. further testing is being done at this time. Nicholas has designed 

Out of the first 24 subjects tested 5 showed a positive response to this 
procedure. One or more of the following characteristics were noted in each 
case· � . \. . 

some electronic equipment dealing with a •security" system or abduction 
prevention equipment. The description and plans for these devices and being 
processed into files which may be downloaded from HIGH SCIENCE (7 1 3) 688-
2030. Or may be available from the BBS canying this file. 

1. A feehng of apprehension or pamc. 
2. A sensation of pressure or tightness 
3. A feeling of disorientation 
4. Dark. formless shape moving c:gainst closed eyelids. 

5. Uncontrollable finger twitching 

This is the first of these files and subsequent files are being processed. 

Nicbolas R ·.iter may be contacted at; 
Nicholas Reiter 
54 1 W. Stone SI. 

None of the five random positive response cases were totally identical Gibsonburg. Ohio 4343 1 
in symptom. However, the following characteristics were common in all five 
cases� OR c/o High Science BBS 

(7 1 3) 688-2030 (modem) 

I .  11te feeling was weird or unpleasant. 
2. Extreme nervousness and an.xiety was present 

9600 baud 24 hours/day 7 days/week 

The reproduction or this information is courtesy of 
HTGH SCIENCE (7 13) 688-20JO 

SECRETS OF A SUPER - RACE 
pri mitive-but effective- found that the jars could each 
batteries. produce· between l t  and two 

Meanwhile, another cache volts of electricity.  The jat:S 

S
CIENTISTS were stun

ned when they dis
covered a prehistoric 

bison's skull with a neat hole 
in it. They realised it couldn't 
have been made by a spear or 
arrow. In fact, there was only 
one, remarkable, answer: it 
was a bullet hole. 

That was the same sort of 
shock hunters got when they 
d i s c o v e red e l e c t r i c a l  
e4uipment--4,000 years old. 

There have been se. many 
baffling finds of objects that 
just  s h o u l d n 't exist  t h a t  
they've earned a scientific 
l a be l -" o u t  of p l a c e  
artifacts"�r Ooparts for 
short. 

They include: 
e A perfect human footprint 
in a vein of rock in Cow 
Canyon, Nevada. I t  was from 
the Tertiary Period . . . long 
before our most primitive an
cestors were supposed to be 
walking the Earth. 
e A metal screw dropped 
millcnia ago. Its spiral marks 
were also found in Nevada. 
e An odd metal cube found 
in an Austrian coal-bed. The 
coal seam dated back almost 
12 million years but the cube 
was made of an advanced 

20 

steel and nickel al loy. 
One group of scientists has 

come up with an amazing 
theory about Ooparts. The 
scientists claim they are con
c l u s i v e  e v i d e n c e  t h a t  a 
superior race of beings in-

B Y CHR/S 
PA LM ER 

habited the Earth long before 
recorded history ! 

A civilisation wh!ch came 
from Outer Space and which 
pa ssed on its k n o wledge 
before returning to their own 
planet. A civilisation of alien 
astronauts. 

They point to the bul let
ridden bison as a classic ex
ample. l t  was one of several 
unearthed in R ussia in the 
1 960s. When it was taken to 
Moscow's Museum of Paleon
tology, it was discovered that 
the hole was made while the 
bison was alive. The edges 
were calcified, indicating the 
animal had survived for a 
short time after being hit. 

Another remarkable dis
covery was the round "stone", 
fo u n d  by r oc k - h u n t e r s  
searching for rare specimens 
in the Coso Mountains. in 

California. 
At first, they thought it was 

a geode-a hollow stone lined 
with crystals. But when Mike 
M i k e s e l l  s t a r t e d  c u tt i n g  
through i t  with a diamond
saw, he discovered a porcelain 
cylinder sheathed in copper 
containing magnetic metal. 

Tests proved the object had 
been buried in the rock some 
t i m e  d u r i n g  the biblic al 
•flood'. An X-ray examina
tion !.howed it was a kind of 
sparking plug. 

The conclusions were in
esca p a b l e : Somebod y ,  or 
something, was using elec
tricity 4,000 years ago. 

The findings tied in with a 
discovery which had mystified 
scientists since 1 938. 

Dr. Willium Konig. u Ger
m a n  a r c h ae o l o g i s t ,  w a s  
cataloguing exhibits i n  the 
b a s e m e n t  of t h e  S t a t e  
Museum i n  Baghdad, Iraq, 
when he came across an old 
storage chest. 

lt  contained 2,000-year-old 
clay pots which had been ex
cavated at a nearby vil lage. 

Each jar held a cylinder of 
sheet copper. connected to 
two metal rods. They were 

was unearthed nearby. This were dated at around 250BC. 
time, there was also a collec.·· "There seems no doubt 
tion of thin copper rods which they were used to create ele< 
could have been used to linf( t r i c i t y , "  c o n c l u d e d  o n e  
lhe buttery -jars together. archaeologist. •• Jn view of the 

In 1 950, electrician Willam evidence, it seems the people 
G r e y  c o n s t r u c t e d  e x a c.t who made them inherited the. 
duplicates of the jars. technique from some superior 

When acid was added, he. civilisation." 

11The Stealth bomber you see fiying around 
ao��lly had tts primary propuls ion system 
removed from a recovered flying saucer. 
The project utilizes an alien power plant 
ine ide and it ' s  dis guised by the use of 
four GE-1118 engines with a modification 
called the GE-100 . "  

Bob Oeohster , robotics expert, 
at Ozark UFO Conference in 
Eureka Springs , lpril , 1990 

Budd Hopkins on UFOe a 
ifheyire interes ted in us -- the 

human being - - and our emotional life 
and our genetic material . I think 
they ' re fas cinated by the fact that 
we 1 re extraordinarily different . I 
think they have an agenda to rectify 
their own species by what they can get 
from us emotionally , physically and 

. spiritually . "  ( Lecture at Spring 
Valley Library) 

' 


